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Stephanie Scruggs is a tough girl. At the height of her career, she was a top female professional

athlete by day and an officer for the Atlanta PD by night--until an injury took her off the field and out

of the force. For four years, she worked to reestablish herself as a private investigator in her

hometown of Macon, Ga. And it looks like all her hard work finally paid off when a high profile case

unexpectedly falls in her lap.Taylor Ross may have grown up privileged, but she faced more than

her fair share of heartache and loss when she was convicted of a crime she didnâ€™t commit. In a

last ditch effort to clear her name, Taylor enlists the help of a virtually unknown private eye, whose

sexy body and soft lips make her forget all about her ex-loverâ€™s betrayal and the ticking clock on

her freedom. Passion ignites between the polar opposites on the trail of a serial killer. But the

question remains: Who really killed Claire Ross?
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A new voice in lesbian fiction/romance, Kat Evans is an incredibly talented writer. She has captured

the emotional and physical intimacy that can exist only between two women in language that

speaks to the heart. Her characters are well developed. They are classy, sassy, sometimes



smart-assy and sexy as they can be. The story line is one that holds you tight from the Prologue

until the very last page. She successfully blends romance and suspense with enough twists and

turns to keep you hanging just a bit. Breathtakingly beautiful, suspenseful and heartwarming all

rolled into one. A great read. I highly recommend this new author and look forward to Kat Evans'

next novel.

I really liked this book though the ending left me a bit wanting. It did such a great job developing not

just the romance but also the suspense...and then it just ended. No fall out from the previous

obstacle, no begging for forgiveness, and so forth. Just...it's done. But other than that, the book was

really good. You feel for the main character, Taylor Ross, who was wrongly accused of murdering

her daughter. You find out little tidbits about her time in jail and I really wish they elaborated on it

more but oh well. She falls into a whirlwind romance with the PI hired to help her, Stephanie

Scruggs. I do wish there was more character development not only on the main characters but the

supporting ones as well. I think it would have helped the book along but it was still really good and

an easy read. Not too heavy on the romance, not too heavy on the crime, and not too heavy on

anything else really. Easy read and still a good one.

Fantastic read from author Kat Evans. Great Story line. The book was perfect to read while enjoying

morning coffee, a solo lunch and had great bed reading quality. Suspense. Thriller. Great Plot. And

Sensual. Nice woman on woman dialogue and sensual play. I felt I could relate to both of the main

characters: Stephanie and Taylor. Some chapters I found myself acting as the Dominate PI or the

Feminine Client. Look forward to Kat Evans next book.

This was a wonderful, mini suspenseful romance that showed the love and courage of a mother

determined to right a wrong. Stephanie and Taylor's story was warm, at times humorous, a bit

suspenseful and finally rewarding. The romance between the two was a good healing balm for both

women and Love won out.

REALLY REALLY good book. I have an extensive collection of Lesbian fiction and this ranks right

up there with some of the best. It's fast paced, cleverly written, with engaging characters. I found

myself wanting to date Taylor myself. What a strong, beautiful description of a woman. If this is Kat

Evans first book I can't wait to read what comes next.



I was pleasantly surprised at how much I loved this book. It's a terrifying tale of a murdered 2 year

old & a mom, Taylor, pinned for her death & sent to jail. The story is riveting. Once Taylor's

conviction is overturned by the GA Supreme Court, she get Stephanie, a PI to agree to help find her

daughters killer. Wonderful twists & love develop. Overall great read.

The slow steamy build up of the love that unfolds between Stephanie and Taylor, amidst the

backdrop of chasing down a murderer, was equal parts thrilling and satisfying. Ms. Evans

masterfully leads us into the climactic conclusion as every detail becomes important and plays a

role in the final resolution. I won't give anything away; this is definitely a must-read!

I loved this book. It kept me totally entranced. The characters found love in the most unusual

circumstances and fought through all of the tragedies to stay together.Thanks Kat great job.
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